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SMSHub API Description
OpenOTP SMSOTP is only possible via Clickatell online SMS SOAP service and via RCDevs SMSHub which is a WebADM service
application just like OpenOTP.
SMSHub proposes much more options than the OpenOTP basic SMS functionalities but if you use the Clickatell service only, then
you do not need it.
SMSHub does not send SMS directly and will use Clickatell or another online SMS service. But with SMSHub you can:
 Connect more online SMS services including Clickatell, AQL, OVH, Mpulse, any SMSC using the SMPP-TR protocol, and you can
write your custom SMS connector scripts if you need to use other SMSCs.
 Enable SMSC redundancy and failover by using several SMS service at the same time (with priorities).
 Use mobile prefix -based SMS routing to select the SMSC based on mobile number prefix.
 Send Unicode UCS-2 messages containing non-standard SMS characters such as Chinese messages.
 Connect several OpenOTP servers to one SMSHub service.
 Use the SMSHub API in other applications for sending user messages.
The installation of SMSHub is straightforward and only consists in running the self-installer and configure the application in
WebADM.
You do not have to modify any files in the SMSHub install directory! The web services configurations are managed and stored in
LDAP by WebADM. To configure SMSHub, just enter WebADM as super administrator and got to the ‘Applications’ menu. Click
SMSHub to enter the web-based configuration.
OpenOTP SMSHub is a WebADM Web Service just like OpenOTP. It’s a standalone service which will be called by OpenOTP on the
same host for SMS relaying. When you setup SMSHub you should proceed this way:
1. Setup the SMS Gateway (ex. Clickatell) in OpenOTP first and get it working.
2. Install the SMSHub component correctly in your WebADM server.
3. Configure the first SMSHub SMSC connector with the same settings that worked in OpenOTP.
4. Configure SMSHub with the “STATIC” authentication backend. And set a Static Username and Static Password for the Static
authentication.
5. Configure the OpenOTP SMSC with “SMSHub” and set the same static username and password you have defined in the
SMSHub configuration.
Then OpenOTP will send SMS requests to the local SMSHub and will authenticate himself with the static username and password.
SMSHub will relay SMS requests to the configured remote SMSC (ex. Clickatell).

You can test the SMSHub functions by using the tools directory:

/opt/webadm/websrvs/smshub/bin/

SMSHub service logs are accessible in the Databases menu in WebADM.
Note: To be able to use LDAP authentication backend, LDAP users used for client authentication must be WebADM accounts. That
means usable LDAP accounts are those containing the webadmAccount LDAP objectclass. You can enable the WebADM features
on any LDAP user/group by extending it with the webadmAccount objectclass (from object extension list).
SMSHub provides a SOAP/XML and JSON API. The API specification is detailed in the smshub.wsdl file.
SMSHub provides 3 methods:

1. smshubSend
Used to send an SMS request.
The request contains the following attributes:
 username: Service username (mandatory string).
 password: Service password (mandatory string).
 mobile: The destination mobile number(s) (mandatory array of string).
 text: The message.
 type: The SMS type (Flash or Normal).
 sender: The sender phone number (optional string).
 client: Client identifier (NAS) to be used in service logs (defaults to the client IP address).
 source: IP address of the end user system (optional).
 settings: List of SMSHub settings which will override the user/group/application server-side settings (ex. SMSType=Flash).
The response contains the following attributes:
 code:
 1 means SMS send success.
 0 means SMS send failure.
 error: The error ID if code 0 was returned. The ID corresponds to the error message template names in smshub.xml (ex.
AuthFailed).
 message: The server reply message.

2. smssendStatus
Used to query a server status.
The request does not contain any attribute.
The response contains the following attributes:
 status:
 1 if the server is willing to accept requests.
 2 if the server cannot accept new requests.
 message: The server status details.

Custom Connectors
You can define a custom SMSC connector in the sample smsc/custom[1-4].php files. These files are empty skeleton
scripts for your custom connector(s) implementation.
The custom file contains a simple PHP function which you need to fill-in.

function smshub_custom1 ($msg, $mobile, $flash, $sender, $username, $password,
$account, $url, $proxy)

The parameters are:
 $msg: The SMS message text.
 $mobile: The recipient mobile number. If there are several numbers per user, the function will be called several times.
 $flash: This is a boolean which tells if OpenOTP wants to send a flash (class0) or normal SMS.
 $sender: The sender number is configured in your SMSHub configuration.
 $username: This is the connector username from the configuration.
 $password: This is the connector password from the configuration.
 account: This is the connector account from the configuration. It is generally not necessary.
 $url: This is the connector URL from the configuration. It is generally not necessary.
 $proxy: This is the WebADM HTTP proxy connection parameters. It is generally not necessary.
 $error: This variable allows you to return an error message which SMSHub will log to the soapd.log file.
The function must return true on success and false if there is an SMSC failure.
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